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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, the author consider the following dynamic system on a measure chain, 
Ui ~A (t) "~- f i  (t, U 1 (<7 ( t ) ) ,  U 2 (O" (t)) . . . . .  Un ((7 (t))) : 0, t E [a, b], 
satisfying Sturm-Liouville boundary conditions, 
aiui(a)--~31u~A(a)=O,%ui(a(b))4-SiuiA(er(b))=O, i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. 
Some new results are obtained for the existence of single, twin, and triple positive solutions of 
the above system by using nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type, Krasnosel'skii's fixed-point 
theorem in a cone and Leggett-Williams fixed-point heorem. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -Measure  chain, Positive solution, Cone, Fixed point. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Hilger's [1] initial paper unifying continuous and discrete calculus, attention is being given 
to differential equations on measure chains (time scales). To facilitate this, the calculus on 
measure chains has been developed by Agarwal and Bohner [2], Aulbach and Hilger [3], and Erbe 
and Hilger [4]. 
Additionally, there is much current attention being paid to the question of positive solutions of 
boundary  value problems for ordinary differential equations, as well as for f inite difference qua- 
tions, see [5-12] and the references therein. Many of these works are concerned wi th  the existence 
of posit ive solutions of scalar dynamic equations on measure chains, see [13-24]. However, very 
l itt le work has been done to the existence of posit ive solutions for system of dynamic equations 
on measure chains [25]. 
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In this paper, the author discuss the existence of single, twin, and triple solutions to the 
following dynamic  system, 
u#A(t )+f i ( t ,  u l (a ( t ) ) ,u2(a( t ) ) , . . . ,u~(a( t ) ) )  =0,  te  [a,b], i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (1) 
with the Sturm-Liouville boundary conditions, 
c~iui (a) - ~3iu~ (a) = O, 3"iui (~r (b)) + 5~u~ (or (b)) = O, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, (2) 
where ai, /3i, 3'i, 5i >_ 0, 3'i(a(b) - ~2(b)) + 5i _> 0, and ri := 3'd3i + aiSi + ai3"i(cr(b) - a) > O, 
a, b E ql" with a < b, "IF (time scale) is a closed subset of R, the forward jump operator or(t) is 
defined, for t < sup T by 
cr (t) = inf {~- ¢ ~2 ] T > t} E qi', 
for all t C T, and 
[a, b] = {t ~ V I a <_ t _< b~. 
We would like to mention some results of Agarwal and O'Regan, [5,18,19], which motivate us 
to consider system (1),(2). 
In [19], Agarwal and O'Regan discussed the following dynamic equation on a measure chain of 
the form, 
u~A(t )+ f ( t ,u (c r ( t ) ) )=O,  te [a ,b ] ,  
u (a) = 0 = u A (or (b)), 
and established existence results of one or two positive solutions by using nonlinear alternative 
of Leray-Sehauder type [5] and Krasnosel'skii's fixed-point heorem [26] in a cone. 
In [18], by applying the Leggett-Will iams fixed-point theorem [27,28], Agarwal and O'Regan 
developed some existence criteria of three nonnegative solutions to the following equation, 
u/ '~ (t) + f (u (or (t))) = 0, t e [a, b], 
au (a) - flu p" (a) = O, a > O, ~3 >_ O, u A (a (b)) = O, 
where f (u )  is nondecreasing. 
In addition, in [5] Agarwal and O'Regan considered a special case of (1),(2), namely, 
A2ul(k)+fl(k,u2(k))=O, k¢{O, 1,...,K):=Z[O,K], 
zx~2 (k) + f2 (k, ~1 (k)) = 0, k e z [0, K],  
~i~ (0) - /~ izx~i  (0) = 0, 
3"~ui (K + 1) + 5iu~ (K + 1) = 0, i = 1, 2, 
where K C {1,2, . . .  } is fixed, and established existence criteria for single and twin positive 
solutions by using nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type [5] and Krasnosel'skii 's fixed- 
point theorem [26] in a cone. 
In this paper, motivated by [5,18,19], we establish several existence results of one, two, and three 
positive solutions for system (1),(2) by using nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type [5], 
Krasnosel'skii 's fixed-point theorem [26] in a cone and the Leggett-Will iams fixed-point theo- 
rem [27,28]. The results are even new for the special cases of difference quations and differential 
equations, as well as in the general time scale setting. In particular, if n = 1, a = 5 = 1, 
= 3' = 0, then, our results in Sections 3 and 4 reduce to that of [19], if n = 1, f ( t ,  u) = f (u)  
is nondecreasing, 3' = 0, 5 = 1, then, the results in [18] is a special case of our Theorem 5.2, if 
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I" = R ,n  = 2, the function f l  does not depend on ul and f2 does not depend on u2, then, the 
results in [5] is a special case of our results in Sections 3 and 4. 
This paper will be divided into five main sections. In Section 2, we shall state the necessary 
definitions and provide some properties of certain Green's functions which are needed later. For 
the sake of convenience, we also state the three fixed-point results: nonlinear alternative of Leray- 
Schauder type, Krasnosel'skii's fixed-point heorem in a cone, and Leggett-Williams fixed-point 
theorem. In Section 3, we use nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type to obtain a very 
general result which guarantee the existence of a solution of system (1),(2). Section 4 will discuss 
the existence of twin positive solutions of system (1),(2). Two new results will be presented and 
they are derived by combining the results in Section 3 with Krasnosel'skii's fixed-point heorem 
in a cone. These results supplement and extend those established in [5,19]. Section 5 is due to 
develop existence criteria for (at least) three positive solutions of system (1),(2). In fact, our 
results are new when T -- R (the continual case) and when 2" = Z (the discrete case). 
2. iPREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we will introduce several definitions on a measure chain and give some lemmas 
which are useful in proving our main results, see [1,2,29]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A measure chain T is a closed subset of the real numbers R with the property 
that 
a (t) ---- inf {T E v l > t} e v 
and 
p(t) = sup ¢ e V l ~ < t} e v ,  
for all t E T with t < sup T and t > inf T, respectively. We assume throughout hat T has the 
topology that it inherits from the standard topology on R. I f  a(t) > t, we say t is right-scattered, 
while i f  p(t) < t, we say t is left-scattered. I f  a(t) = t, we say t is right-dense, while i f  p(t) = t, 
we say t is left-dense. 
Throughout his paper, we make the assumption that a < b are points in T. 
DEFINITION 2.2. I f r ,  s E TU {-cx),+c~}, r < s, then, an open interval (r,s) in T is defined by 
¢,s) = {t c T i t  < t < s}. 
Other types of  intervals are defined similarly. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Assume that x : IF -* ]~ and fix t E T. Then, x is called differentiable at t C T 
i f  there exists a O E ~4, such that, for any given e > 0, there is an open neighborhood U oft ,  such 
that 
I x ( ,~( t ) )  -x (s )  -O[ ,~( t )  - s][ < e l~( t )  - s [ ,  s e U. 
In this case, 0 is called the A-derivative of x at t E T and denote it by 0 = xa( t ) .  It can be 
shown that i f  x : T --* ]~ is continuous at t E T, then, 
¢A (t) = X (a (t)) - x (t) i f t  is right-scattered, 
o (t) - t ' 
and 
x A( t )= l imx( t ) -x (s )  
s - - * t  t - -  S 
i f  t is right-dense. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. l f  FZx(t) =/ ( t ) ,  then, we define an integral by 
f t f (7) AT = F ( t )  - F (a ) .  
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the set In, a(b)] is, such that 
~=min{tET i t> a(b) + 3a} 
- -  4 
w-= max{t  E "tI", t < 3a(b) +a} 
- 4 ' 
exist and satisfy 
~r (b)+3a_<~.<w< 3o- (b)+a 
4 - 4 
We also assume tha~ if a(w) = b and 5 /= 0, then, or(w) < a(b). 
To obtain a solution of system (1),(2), we let G/(t, s) be the Green's function of the boundary 
value problem 
-u  AA (t) = 0, t E [a,b], 
aiu (a) - /3 iu  A (a) = O, ~//u (~ (b)) + 5iu ~ (~ (b)) = O. 
Further, it is known [21,30] that 
1 
[ ± {~/(~ (s) - a) + Z/} {~ (~ (b) - t) + 5d,  
for t E [a, a2(b)] and s E [a, hi, where rl = ~/ifli + a/5/+ aiyi(a(b) - a). 
For the Green's function G~(t, s), we have the following lemmas [21,30]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume ai ,8i ,7i ,  5/ >__ O, "~i(a(b) - a2(b)) + 5i > O, and 
t~__8, 
t > (7 ( s ) ,  
(a) 
(4) 
(5) 
r~ := -yj~ + a~5/+ c~,y/(~ (b) - a) > 0 
hold, then, for (t, s) E [a, a2(b)] x [a, b], 
o < a¢ (t, s) < a / (~ (s),~). (6) 
LEMMA 2.2. For (t, s) C [(o(b) + 3a)/4, (3o(b) + a)/4] x [a, b], 
v/(t ,  s) >_ l~c/(~, (s), s), (7) 
whe/'e 
ai [a  (b) - a I + 4~i 3'i [a (b) - a] + 45i 1 
I/ = min I. 4a~ [a (b) - a] + 4fli' 4~ -[~(~) ---~" (-a~ +---45/, " (8) 
In order to prove our main results, the following well-known fixed-point theorems are needed. 
LEMMA 2.3. NONLINEAR ALTERNATIVE OF LERAY-SCHAUDER TYPE. (See [5].) Let B be a 
Banach space with Eo C B closed and convex. Assume U is a relatively open subset of Eo 
with 0 E U and S : ff --~ Eo is a continuous and compact map. Then, either 
(a) S has a fixed point in U; or 
(b) there exists u E aU and A E (0, 1), such that u = ASu. 
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LEMMA 2.4. KRASNOSEL'SKII'S FIXED-POINT THEOREM. (See [26].) Let P be a cone in a 
Banach space B. Assume ~1, ~'~2 are open subsets o rB  with 0 E f~l ,~t  C f~2. If  
S : P n (~2\~~1) ---e p 
is a completely continuous operator, such that either 
(a) 
IIS~ll < llull, v~ • P N Cqal and IlS~ll >_ II~ll, w E P n 0a2, 
or  
(b) 
IIS~/I _> I Iq ,  w e P n 0a ,  and 
Then, S has a fixed point in P N (f~2\f~l). 
Let B be a Banach space, and P be a cone in B. 
continuous concave functional on P if 
15 : P --* [0, +oo) 
is continuous and 
IIS~ll _< I1~11, v~ • P n 0~2. 
A map lb is said to be a nonnegative 
¢ (tx + (1 - t) y) > t¢ (x) + (1 - t) ¢ (y) 
for all x, y e P and t E [0, 1]. 
For numbers a,/3, such that 0 < a </3 and ¢ is a nonnegative continuous concave functional 
on P, we define the following convex sets 
P~ = {x e P [ [Ix[] < a},  
P (¢, ~,/3) = {x • P I ~ --- 15 (x) ,  IIxLI -</3}. 
LEMMA 2.5. (See [27,31].) Let A be a bounded dosed convex subset of a Banach space B. Assume 
that A1, A2 are disjoint dosed convex subsets of A and Ut, [72 are nonempty open subsets of A 
with 
U1 C AI and U2 C A2. 
Suppose that S : A ~ A is completely continuous and the following conditions hold. 
(a) S(A1) C A1 and S(A2) C A2. 
(b) S has no ~xed points in (AI\U1) U (&\V2). 
Then, S has (at least) three fixed points u 1, u 2, and u 3, such that 
u 1 e U1, u 2 • U2, and u 3 • A\  (A1 U A2). (9) 
LEMMA 2.6. LECGETT-WILLIAMS FIXED-POINT THEOREM. (See [27,28].) Let P be a cone in 
a Banach space B, and p > 0 be given. Assume that ¢ is a nonnegative continuous concave 
functional on P, such that ¢(u) _< Ilu[[, for all u E Pp, and let S : Pp -~ Pp be a completely 
continuous operator. Suppose that there exist numbers a,/3, % where 0 < a </3 < ~/ < p, such 
that 
(a) (u E P(¢,/3,~/) [¢(u) >/3} • ~, and ¢(Su) >/3, for u E P(¢,/3,~,); 
(b) lISul[ < ~, for u e P~; 
(c) ¢(Su) >/3, foru E P(15,/3, p) with I]Sull > % 
Then, S has (at least) three fixed points u 1, u 2, and u 3 in Pp. Further, we have 
u I E P~, u 2 e {u E P (¢,/3, p) I 15 (u) >/3}, and u a C P ; \  (P  (¢,/3, p) U fin). (10) 
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3. EX ISTENCE 
We begin this section by using Lemma 2.3 to establish an existence principle for (1),(2). This 
existence principle, then, will be used to establish the existence of a solution of (1),(2). 
We consider the Banach space 
B = {u : (U l ,U2 , . . . ,u , ) iu i :  [a, G2(b)] ~ R, i < i < n}, 
with the norm, 
I1~t] = m~ i~,10, I~10 = sup 
l< i<n tc [a,~ (b)] 
Let 
P= {u•B{u~(t )  >0,  te  [a,a 2(b)], and 
where 
k i=min  li, rain ~<o,~ ~:~)  , 
l~ is the same as (8). Clearly, P is a cone in B. 
Let the operator A : P --* B be defined by 
[u~ (t) l, 1 < i < n. 
min u i ( t )>k i lu i ]o ,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n .}  
~<_t<_~(~) 
(11) 
Au(t )  = (A lu ( t ) ,A2u( t )  , . . . ,A~u( t ) ) ,  t • [a,a 2 (b)], (12) 
where 
f 
~(b) 
d iu ( t )= G i ( t , s )  f i ( s ,u (a (s ) ) )As ,  t•  [a,~2(b)], l< i<n,  (13) 
J a  
and G~(t, s) is the Green's function of the (3),(4). Clearly, a fixed point of the operator A is a 
solution of system (1),(2). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f i  : [a,b] × ~n ~ ]~, 1 < i < n be continuous. Suppose there exists a positive 
constant M,  independent of A, such that 
I1~11 # M, (14) 
for any solution u = (ul, u2, . . . ,  un) e B of system (2), 
~ (t) + ~f~ (t, ~1 (~ (t)), ~2 (~ ( t ) ) , . . . ,  ~n (~ (t))) = 0, t e [a, b], (15) 
where A E (0,1). Then, (1),(2) has at least one solution u = (Ul ,U2, . . . ,u ,  0 e B, such 
that II~ll < M. 
PROOF. We shall employ Lemma 2.3. It is noted that solving (15), (2) is equivalent to finding 
a u E B, such that 
u = >,Au, 
where A is defined by (12). Using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we see that A is continuous and 
completely continuous. In the context of Lemma 2.3, let 
u={~e B[II~II < M) .  
In view of (14), we cannot have Conclusion (b) of Lemma 2.3, hence, Conclusion (a) of Lemma 2.3 
holds, i.e., system (1),(2) has a solution u e ~" with Ilull < M. The proof is complete. | 
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To establish the existence of a solution of (1),(2), we will assume for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n that the 
following conditions hold. For easy reference, the conditions needed are listed as follows. 
(C1) f i :  [a,b] x [O, oo) ~ --+ [0, c¢) is continuous with fi(t,u) > O, for (t,u) e [a,b] x (0, oo) ~. 
(c2) 
I i  (t, Ul, U2, . . .  , "an) < )Ci (t) Wil (ltl) Wi2 (U2) . . .  Win (Its), (t, Ul, U2, . . .  , Un) C [a, b] × [0, cx)) n , 
where Xi : [a,b] ~ (0, oo), and wij : [0, oo) ~ [0, oc), 1 < j < n are continuous and 
nondecreasing. 
(C3) There exists r > 0, such that 
r > diwil (r) Wi2 (r)...Win (r), 
where 
f~(b) di = max / G~ (t,s) Xi (s) As. 
tela,~(b)] J~ 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (C1)-(C3) hold. Then, (1),(2) has a positive solution u* = 
(u~,u~ . . . . .  u*) e B, such that I1~'11 < ~, where ~ is defined by (C3). 
PROOF. First, we consider system (2), 
u~ A( t )+£( t ,u l ( (7 ( t ) ) ,u2( (7 ( t ) ) , . . . ,u~( ( r ( t ) ) )=0,  te [a ,b ] ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (16) 
where ]i : [a, b] × I~ ~ -~ R is defined by 
]~(t, ua,u2,...,u~)-- f~(t, luxl,lu2l,...,lu~l), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
It is obvious that ]~ is continuous. 
We shall show that (16),(2) has a solution. For this, we look at the family of systems compris- 
ing (2), 
u~ zx (t) + A}i (t, ul ((7 (t)),u2 ((7 (t)) , . . . ,un ((7 (t))) = 0, t e [a,b], i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (17) 
where A E (0, 1). Let u = (ul,u2,.. . ,u~) E B be any solution of (17) and (2). We shall prove 
that 
Ilull # r. (18) 
In fact, it is clear that 
f 
~(b) 
Hi(t) =A Gi(t ,s) f i (s ,  ul((7(s)) ,u2((7(s)) , . . . ,u~(a(s)))As, (19) 
Ja 
where t C [a, (72(b)], 1 < i < n. Noting (19), (C2), and (C3), it follows that, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
o _< ~ (t) 
= A Z ~(b) 
= A Z °(b) 
<__ A Z ~(b) 
_< A Z ~(b) 
_< f l  wit 
'r=l 
a ,  (t, s) ~, (s, ~1 ((7 (s)) ,  ~2 ((7 (~)) . . . .  , ~ .  ((7 (~))) A~ 
G i (t, s) fi (8, [,u, 1 ((7 (s)) l ,  [?2. ((7 ( s ) ) l , . . .  , ['u, n ((7 (s))l) As  
a~ (t, ~) ~ (~) 1/I ~.,. (1~. ((7 (s))l) A~ 
7"=1 
G, (t, s) x, (s) f i  ~,T (lI~ll) As 
7-=1 
Z 
o(b) 
(11~11) max v~ it, ~) ~ is) As 
d~ leI w~, (INII), v te  [a, (72 (b)]. 
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This immediately leads I;o 
If 
then, (20) yields 
n 
lull0 _< d, I-[ ~'-  (11~II) • (20) 
7"=1 
II~11 = I~jl0, for some j e {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
Ilu/I ~ dj I I  wy, ( l lu l l ) ,  
7"=1 
from which we conclude, by comparing with (C3), that II~ll ¢ ~. 
It now follows from Lemma 2.3 that system (16),(2) has a solution u* = (u~,u~,... ,U'n) E B 
with II~*ll - ~. Using a similar argument as above, we see that II~*ll ¢ ~, therefore, 
II~*IL < ~. (21) 
Moreover, we have, for 1 < i < n, t e [a, a2(b)], 
f 
~(b) 
aa  
r 
e(b) 
= G~(t,s)k(s,M(~(s))l,l~;(~(s))l,...,lu;(a(s))l)As, 
and it follows immediately that 
~: (t) _> o, t e [~, ~2 (b)], i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~. (22) 
So~ 
f o(b) ~7(t) : c~ (t, ~) k (~,~; (~,(~)),~ (o (~) ) , . . . ,~  (~(~))) a~, 
i.e., u* = (u~,u~,... ,u;) E B is a positive solution of system (1),(2) and satisfies I1~*11 < r. The 
proof is complete. | 
4.  TWIN SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we will assume (C1), (C2), and (C3) hold throughout. In addition, for i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n suppose the following conditions are also satisfied. 
(C4) There exist rij :[~, a~ 1~ (0, ec), j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, such that 
k (t ,~1,~2,. . .  ,~)  _> ~j (t) ~ j  (~j), ( t ,~1,~2,. . .  ,~)  e [¢,~] × [0 ,~/ -1  × (0 ,~)  × [0, oo) n-~ . 
(C5) There exists R > r, such that, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, the following holds, for some i (depending 
on j) in {1, 2 , . . . ,n} ,  
where kj is defined by (11) and/~j  E [a, a2(b)] is, such that 
Gi (Aij, s) r~j (s) As = max Gi (t, s) Tij (s) As. 
te[a,~2(b)] 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (C1)-(C5) hold. Then, (1),(2) has two positive solutions u*, ~ • B, 
such that 
o <_ I1~*11 < ~ < II~ll -< R, 
where r and R are defined by (C3) and (C5), respectively. 
PROOF. Theorem 3.2 ensures the existence of u*, we shall employ Lemma 2.4 to show that g 
exists. Let 
a~ = {~ • B I IMI < r} and ft2 = {~ • B I IMI < R}, 
we shall prove that 
(i) IIAull _< Ilull, for u • P n 0fh,  and 
(lid tlAull _ 11~1t, for u • P o 0f~2. 
To justify (i), let u • P A 0a l ,  so I1~11 = r. Using (C2) and (C3), we get, for t E Is, a2(b)], and 
l< i<n,  
fff 
(b) 
O<_Aiu(t) = G~(t,s) f i (s ,u l (cr (s) ) ,u2(a(s) ) , . . . ,u~(cr(s) ) )As 
< jo a~ (t, s) x~ (~) w~. (~. (~ (s))) z,~ _< a~ (t, ~) x, (~) ~,. (~)/'~ 
" r=l  T=I  
n L~(b) 
< I I  w,~- (r) max Gi (t, s) Xi (s) As 
- t c [~,~(b) ]  
T=I  
= d~ f I  ~i .  (r) < r = IMI. 
T=I  
Thus, IAiulo <_ II~ll, for 1 < i < n and so IIA~II = maxl<i<n IA~10 ~ If~11. 
Next, to verify (ii), let u E P A 0a2, so I1~11 = R. Suppose that II~ll = Iu~10, for some 
m c {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, then, [Uml0 = R and it is clear that urn(t) ¢ [kmR, R 1, for t • [~, a(w)], in 
particular, u,~(~(s)) >_ kmR, for s E [~,w]. 
Now, applying (C4) and (C5), we find that the following holds, for some i (depending on m) 
in {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  
A~u ( )~,~ ) = 
>_ 
>_ 
>_ 
f (b )  a~ (;~,, s) f~ (s, ~1 (~ (s)), ~2 (¢ (s)), . . . ,  ~,~ (~, (s))) As 
f ~ Gi (A~m, S) fi (S, (a (S)), (a As (~)),. . . ,  (~ (s))) Ul  ~t 2 Un 
f ~ G~ (~,m, s) (~) (~ (~ (s))) AS Tim Wire 
Hence, IA~10 ~ Ilull and so [IAuil = max l< i<n IA~ul0 ~ flurl. 
Having obtained (i) and (ii), it follows from Lemma 2.4 that A has a fixed point ~ E PN(~2\~I  
i.e., ~ is a positive solution of (t),(2) and 
~ bl~ll ~ R. 
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we see that r < I]~]] < R. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. | 
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It is noted in Theorem 4.1 that I[u*[] may be zero. Our next result guarantees that Ilu*tl ¢ 0. 
We assume that (C1)-(C5) hold. In addition, for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  assume that the following 
condition is satisfied. 
(C6) There exists L E (0, r), such that, for j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, inequality 
L < w~j (k3 L) Gi (A~j, s) 7~j (s) As, 
holds, for some i (depending on j) in {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, where kj is defined by (11). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that (C1)-(C6) hold. Then (1),(2) has two positive solutions u*, f~ E B, 
such that 
O<L_<l [u* [ [<r< II~II<_R, 
where L, r, and R are defined by (C6), (C3), and (C5), respectively. 
PROOF. The existence of g follows from Theorem 4.1. We shall use Lemma 2.4 to show the 
existence of u*. Let f~l be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and let 
f~3 : {u E B [ Ilull < L}. 
From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have tlAu[I < [[u[[, for u e P c~ Of~l. Hence, it suffices to show 
that IiAu[l >_ ]M[, for u e P N 0ha. %:V 
For this, let u e P r3 aft3, assume that Nu][ = [um]0(= n), for some m e {1,2 , . . . ,n} .  
Then, urn(t) e [k,~L,L], for t e [Ga(w)], in particular, um(h(s)) > kmn, for s e [Gw]. Now, an 
application of (C4) and (C6) gives the following, for some/.?(depending on m) in {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
if (b) c ,  (a~m, s) f, (s, ~1 (~ (s)), ~2 (~ (s ) ) , . . ,  ~ (~ (~))) As 
f ~ a i  (Ai,~, s) fi (s, ux (a (s)), u2 (a ( s ) ) , . . . ,  u~ (a (s))) As 
f ~ c~ (~.~, s) ~m (~) ~m (~m (~ (s))) ~s 
w~,~ (k~L) Gi (A~m, s) r~,~ (s) As >_ L = IMI. 
Hence, I&(u)10 > llul] and so  IIAull ~ I1~tl, 
We can now conclude from Lemma 2.4 that A has a fixed point u* E P N (ftl\f/3). There- 
fore, L _< Ilu*[I <_ r, by a previous argument,/lu*lt ¢ r and the proof is complete. | 
5. EX ISTENCE OF  THREE POSIT IVE  SOLUTIONS 
In this section, with respect to system (1),(2), we assume that there exist continuous func- 
tions gi : [0, c~) ~ --, [0, oo) and w~, u~ : [a, b] --* 1R, 1 < i < n, such that the following hold, for 
each l< i<n,  
(A1) for t e [a, b] and u = (ul, u2 , . . . ,  un) with ul, u2 , . . . ,  u,~ e [0, co), 
~ (t) < f~ (t, ~_____2) < v~ (t). 
- -  g i  (U)  - -  
(A2) wi is nonnegative on [a, b] and is not identically zero on [~, w]. 
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We also introduce the constants 
and 
~ (b) Qi = max Gi (t, s) vi (s) As, 
t~ [~,~2 (b)] 
Ri = rain Gi (t,s) wi (s) As, 
and consider the Banach space 
with the norm 
l< i<n,  
l< i<n,  
B = {~ = (u,,  ~ , . . . ,  ~)  I ~ :  [a, a 2 (b)] ~ R, 1 < i < n}  
I1~1t = max lu~lo, I*~do = sup lu~( t ) l ,  1 < i < n. 
l< i<n tC[a,cr2(b)] 
Let 
P={u•E lu~( t )>_0 ,  t•  [a, a2(b)], l< i<n}.  
It is noted that P is a cone in B. Define the operator S : P ---+ B be 
Su(t )  = (S~u( t ) ,S~u( t ) , . . . ,Snu( t ) ) ,  t • [a,~2 (b)], 
where 
(24) 
(25) 
S (Pb') C_ Pb' C Pb'. (29) 
PROOF. Let u • Pb,, so u C [0, b'] n, using (27), (6), (28), and (24), we find, for t • [a, a2(b)], 
/if 
(b) 
&~ (t) < o~ (t, s) v~ (s) g~ (~ (~ (s))) p,s 
~ (b) < max Gi (t, s) v~ (s) gi (u (a (s))) As t~[a,~2(b)] 
f 
~(b) b' 
< ma~ C~ (t, s) v~ (s) =-As  = b', 1 < i < ~. 
t4i 
Thus, HSul] < b' and we have Su • t:)5,. 
(28) 
Then, 
in the cone P. 
It follows from (6), (A1), and (A2) that, for u • P, 
jfff(b) 
0 < e i  (t, s) wi (s) gi (u (~ (s))) As < &u (t) 
j~ff(b) 
<_ Gi (t, s) vi (s) gi (u (a (s))) As, t • [a, a2 (b)], 
Hence, Su • P and we have shown that S maps P into itself. 
theorem, we see that S : P ---* P is completely continuous. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that there exists b' > O, such that 
g i (u )<-~- ,  u•  O,b' , l< i<n.  
t4i 
Also, using the Arzela-Ascoli 
(27) 
l< i<n.  
&u (t) = Ci (t, s) f~ (s, u (~ (s))) As, t e [a, ~2 (b)], 1 < i < n. (26) 
Obviously, to obtain a positive solution of (1),(2), we shall seek a fixed point of the operator S 
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THEOREM 5.!. Suppose that there exist numbers a,~,~/ with 0 < a < /3 < % such that the 
following hold, for each 1 < i < n, 
(a) gi(u) < a/Q~ for u e [0, a]~, 
(B) one of the fo]lowing holds: 
(B1) limsup~,~2 ....... _~(g i (u l ,  u2, . . . ,  u,~))/uj < 1/Qi, for some j ( i )  E {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
(B2) there exists a number r](> 7), such that gi(u) < r]/Q~, for u E [0, ~]n, 
(c) Z/R~ < g~(~) < ~/@, [or~ c [9,~] ~. 
Then, system (1),(2) has (at least) three positive solutions u z, u 2, and u a, such that 
1 [a, 32 Z < ui (t) < 7, t C (b)], 1 < i < n; ltu ll < ~; 
(3o) 
II  ll > ~ and CZ ;~ u a ;~ ¢-> 
where for a real number d, the function Cd: [a, a2(b)] --* IR ~ is defined by 
Cd (t) = (d ,d , . . . ,d ) ,  t e [a, z2 (b)]. (31) 
PROOF. We shall apply Lemma 2.5. First, by Lemma 5.1 and Condition (A), it is clear that 
S (P~) C_ P~ C P~. (32) 
Next, we shall show that Condition (B) leads to the existence of a number p, where p > 7, such 
that 
S (Pp) C Pp. (33) 
Obviously, if (B2) holds, then, by Lemma 5.1, we have (aa) with p = ~. If (B1) is satisfied, then, 
for each 1 < i < n, there exist Ki > 0 and {i < 1/Qi, such that 
g~ (u,, u2, . . . ,  u~) 
< ~i, Ul, u2, . . . ,  un > Ki. (34) 
uj 
Let 
L i=  max g~(u), l< i<n.  
u~[0,Kd ~ 
Noting (34), it follows that, for each 1 < i < n and some j( i)  E {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
gi (u) < Li + ~uj ,  u _> 0. (35) 
Now, let p< 1 < i < n be numbers atisfying 
Pi > max - , (36) 
and define 
p--  max Pi. (37) 
l<i_<~ 
For u e /hp and t e [a, a2(b)], an application of (27), (35), (24), (36), and (27), successively, 
provides 
f 
~(b) 
Siu (t) < max G~ (t, s) vi (s) g~ (u (a (s)))/ks 
- t~[~,~2(b)] 
/if 
(b) 
< max e~ (t, s) v~ (s) (L~ + 0uj  (~ (s))) Zxs 
- -  te [a ,~2(b) ]  
< max c~ (t, s) v~ (s) (L~ + ¢~p) ~s  
- -  tE[a,a2(b)] 
<Qi (p ( - -~ i -~ i )+~p)  =p,  l< i<n.  
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Therefore, ][Su N < p or Su C Pp. Relation (33) is now immediate. 
Let 
A = Pp, A1 = (¢i3, ¢,) ,  U1 = interior of A1, A2 = -P~, and U2 = P~. 
Then, by (33) and (32), respectively, we have S(A) c d and S(A2) C A2. Further, (32) also 
provides S(A2) C_ U2 from which it follows immediately that S has no fixed point in A2\U2. 
To apply Lemma 2.5, it remains to show that S(A1) c A1 and S has no fixed point in AI\UI. 
Let u E A1, it follows from definition (31) that 
ui(s) e [/3, 7], se  [a,(r 2(b)], i= l ,2 , . . . ,n .  (38) 
In view of Condition (C) and (38), we find 
/3/R{<gi(u(s)) <7/Qi,  se  [a,a 2(b)], l< i<n.  (39) 
Now, using (27),(25), we obtain, for t e [a, ~fi(b)], 
fff 
(b) 
Siu (t) > Gi (t, s) w~ (s) gi (u (a (s))) As 
~f<b)  9 f  S > ~ c~ (t, s) ~i (s) as  > ~ c i  (t, s) ~i (s) As (40) 
_> -a-- mm Gi (t, s) wi (s) As =/3. 
Also, an application of (27) and (24) yields, for t E [a, a2(b)], 
~¢(b) 
da (41) 
if(b) < max (t, s) (s) tcb,¢~(b)] 
Coupling (40) and (41), we have 
(t) < (t) < (t), t c [a, (b)], (42) 
thus, it follows that Su E U1. This means that S(A1) C_ U1 C A1 and S has no fixed point 
in AI\U1. 
We conclude by Lemma 2.5 that system (1),(2) has (at least) three positive solutions u 1, u 2, 
u 3 E/hp, such that (9) holds, it is obvious that (9) reduces to (30). The proof is complete. | 
We shall now consider a special case of (1),(2), namely, system (2), 
lZi ~A (t)-[- h i (t) g* (u 1 ((7(t)),?£2 (o - ( t ) ) , . . . ,u  n ((9"(t))) : 0, t • [a,b],  (43) 
where i = 1,2,...  ,n. With respect o system (43),(2), it is assumed that g* and h~, 1 < i < n 
are continuous functions, such that 
(A3) g*: [0, co) ~ --* [0, co); 
(A4) hi is nonnegative on [a, b] and is not identically zero on [~, w]. 
REMARK 5.1. All the previous relations and results in Section 5 axe valid with gi = g* and 
wi = vi = h~, 1 < i < n. 
It is noted that now S~ defined in (26) becomes 
f 
~(b) 
Siu (t) = Gi (t, s) hi (s) g* (u (~ (s))) As, t • [a, a 2 (b)], (44) 
Ja  
~ (b) ISiuto= sup IS~(t)l = sup G~(t,s)h~(s)g;(u(a(s)))As. (45) 
tC[a ,:re (b)] te[a,cr~(b)] 
We also introduce the constants 
/~ = min f "  Gi (t, s) hi (s) As, 1 < i < n. (46) 
te[¢,o(~)] J~ 
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THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that there exist numbers a, /3, 7 with 0 < a < /3 < 7, such that, for 
each 1 < i < n, Conditions (A) and (B) of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied (with gi = g[ and vi = h~), 
and 
(D) g'~(u) >/3/Ri, for u E [/3,7] ~. 
Then, system (43),(2) has (at least) three positive solutions u 1, u 2, and u a, such that 
]l ul[I <a;u/2(t) >/3, tE [~,dr(w)], 1 < i<n,  (47) 
3 I1 '!1 > ~ and rain rain u, (t) </3. 
l< i<n te[~,a(w)] 
PROOF. We shall make use of Lemma 2.6. As seen from the proof of Theorem 5.1, Condition (B) 
leads to the existence of a number p(> 7), such that (33) holds. Thus, we have S : _Pp ~ pp. 
Define ¢ : P ~ [0, oo) by 
~b(u) = min min ui(t). 
l~i~_n t E [~,o'(w)] 
Obviously, ¢ is a nonnegative continuous concave functional on P, such that ¢(u) _< I1~11, for 
all u E P. 
We shall now show that Condition (a) of Lemma 2.6 is fulfilled. Indeed, we have 
u(t) = (/327,/3+7 /3+7) e{uCP(¢,/3,7)l~/,(u)>/3}:/:O. (48) , . . .  , 
Next, let u e P(?, /3,  7), then, u(t) E [/3, 7]% for t E [~, dr(o~)]. Noting this as well as Condition (D) 
and (46), we find 
(Su) = min 
l<_i<_n 
> min 
- l<i<n 
min Siu (t) = min min " [~(b) Gi (t, s) hi (s) g* (u (a (s))) As 
tE{~,a(w)] l< i<n tE[~,a(w)] Ja 
rain Gi (t, s) hi (s) 9* (u (dr (s))) As 
min min f,o Gi (t, s) hi (s) ~,As  = min /3 =/3. > 
l<i<n te[~,~(~)] j~ ~ l<i<n 
Thus, ¢(Su) >/3, for all u E P(~P,/3, 7). 
Further, we observe from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that Condition (A) give rise to (32), hence, 
Condition (b) of Lemma 2.6 is satisfied. 
It remains to show that Condition (c) of Lemma 2.6 holds. Let 7 be large enough so that 
tl Sull (>/3) (49) 7>/3  max 
- ~eP(~,Z,p),lls~ll>w minl<i<,~ ki ISiu] o 
where ki is defined by (11). For u E P(¢,/3, p) with liSul[ > 7, an application of (45),(49) yields 
f 
~(b) 
(Su) = min min G~ (t, s) hi (s) g~ (u (dr (s))) As 
1_<i<~ t~[~,o(~)] 
> min min ki G~ (a (s), s) hi (s) g~ (u (dr (s))) As 
- l< i<n te [~,~(~) ]  
,< i<n 1 11 11 
I&% > min k i - -7  >/3. 
l<i<  l lSu l l  - 
Hence ,  lp(Su) >/3, for all ~ e P(~b,3,p) with IIS~II > 7. 
By Lemma 2.6, system (43),(2) has (at least) three positive solutions u 1, u 2, u 3 C Pp, such 
that (10) holds, it is obvious that (10) reduces to (47). The proof is complete. | 
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